
On behalf of the we still here Sean Ross Abbey roscrea mother and baby's homes Ireland 

 

I Teresa Collins would like to make a formal submission to the joint Oireachtas committee on 
children and disiblity and lntergration interstitial burials  

Our group represents mother and children that spend time in Sean Ross Abbey roscrea co Tipperary 

This home was examined on part of the commission of inquiry  

We would ask the joint committee to consider the following points  

1 we strongly believe that the findings of the preliminary examination carried out by the commission 
on a certain part of the site of Sean Ross Abbey roscrea may not enabled tow of the four cirtera to 
be fulfilled to allow for exvations 

We believe that the forward and to shead light on external buirels at Sean Ross Abbey roscrea must 
include a strong provision ground penetrating scanning as the way of determine inappropriate burial 
that may not considered dignified  

2 The commission of inquiry reports also noted more burial's on the Sean Ross Abbey roscrea lands 
it is extremely important that Sean Ross Abbey roscrea mother and baby's home be included in the 
remit of this legislation 

3 We believe that the report notes total number of infant deaths as 1078 having occurred it is not 
possible to conclusively say that all of these are individually buried in the children burial grounds 
given the size of the angles plot  

4 they is an obvious need for to include Sean Ross Abbey roscrea into the remit for the including a 
ground penetrating scanning to determine the numbers of buirels that tuck please on the ground of 
Sean Ross Abbey roscrea the nature of those who are not given a correct burial  

It's is our hope you will find it in your hearts to allow as scan to take place  

We have two arieas known to us that would be a burial site not just the angels plot  

We also have the new owner in favour of the scan to find out the truth and finally give the children 
of Sean Ross Abbey respect in death they deserve  

I thank you for your kindness and support  

Yours sincerely Teresa Collins Sean Ross Abbey roscrea mother and baby's home Ireland group  

 

 


